Gulet

AURUM

ABOUT
A true gold, only in blue, gulet Aurum gives you the
luxury and nobility of this precious metal.
Resistance to corrosion and averageness are one
of the other touch points, and the richness of
Aurum is the most noticeable one. The comfort and
equipment on the boat will give you goosebumps
every time you recall the experience. The covered
rear deck with a large table will tempt and test
your senses when the smells of Dalmatian cuisine
start dancing around you. Behind the table, a semicircle sofa can fit all of you for a tribal meeting, or
you can spread around on numerous mattresses,
chairs, and sofas, and just relax enjoying in the sun.
Front deck or upper deck, run for your own quiet
place and bide your time till jumping into the sea to
cool off. Inside, the air-conditioned lounge offers a
relaxation while playing card games, or keeping
touch with the world through TV and the Wi-Fi. Six
en-suite cabins with AC and double beds await the
exhausted ones longing for a quick nap. An
experienced crew led by an outgoing captain Jere
really love their work and take the most joy by
making your stay on Aurum most welcome and
fulfilled as it can be. Welcome to Aurum!

INCLUDED IN THE
PRICE:
insurance of the yacht,
wages and food for the
crew, service on board
4 crew (skipper, cook, two
sailors)
linen and towels
yacht cleaning
fuel for main engine for an
average of 4-hrs navigation
per day
fuel for tender
water, tea and filter coffee
24 hours/day of AC and
generator work
75 GB/week WiFi
bathroom amenities
beach towels
canoes and paddle boards,
snorkeling and fishing
equipment
VAT

EXCLUDED:

port fees 1000 €/week
includes: expenses in town
ports (but not
marina fees), sojourn taxes
marina fees
food and drinks
tickets for national parks,
one way Dubrovnik 1.000,00€
(optional)
transfer or hotel
accommodation
more than 4 hours of engine
work per day – 80 € /hour
more than 6 hours of generator
work per day – 20 €/hour
APA (optional)
customary crew gratuities.

FOOD OPTIONS
(one option is obligatory)
Half board: 390 €/person per
week
Full board: 620 €/person per
week
Discount for children: 0-2
years free, 2-10 years- 50%
reduction

DRINK OPTIONS
Drinks for the clients (by bar
price list and wine price list)
All inclusive with alcoholic
drinks: 220 € per person per
week
All inclusive non alcoholic
drinks: 105 € per person per
week

